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The series AT

Fans of AT series don’t need any presentation: they have been one of the main 
strengths in the Nicotra Gebhardt product range for over 35 years and have long 
been appreciated for their unequalled combination of compactness, efficiency, quiet-
ness of operation and versatility, at an extremely affordable price.

News
How we can improve a perfect fan?  
We tried, anyway: we developed a new seaming process, to join the back plate to the 
side plates with a fully automated process.  
The result is a new scroll without welding and whatever can become rusty, also provi-
ding a better structural strength to vibrations.  
And, since we like to be coherent, we even deleted welding of the side frames, which 
are now screwed to scrolls, and from spars, now riveted.

Searching for excellence
Who have say that a product with a nice price cannot be a nice product?  
The success of the AT series confirm is the real proof: the bearings have been selec-
ted to achieve, at maximum load and with suitable pulleys, a bearing life of 40.000 
hours, a number that can be considerably greater in more common load conditions.  
Top quality materials, innovative technology of scroll and impeller manufacturing and 
assembly, high efficiency, options and accessories, everything has been chosen to 
provide a long operating life time, with the maximum quietness and safety.

Complete range
Aren’t you convinced?  
Have a look to the range of the AT fans, you immediately realize that, as far as we 
can, we’re doing our best to try and meet all your requirements.  
We have single, twin and triple fans, with or without side frames, with one, two or 
three bearings for light or heavy duty, we have versions with hollow shafts, when there 
is the need of reducing the weight without reducing the fan performance, and also 
spark-proof versions.  
Do you still think that we don’t have the right fan for you?

The Nicotra Gebhardt best-sellers, simply! 
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AT S

AT SC

AT AR

AT TIC

AT G2L

AT SC2

AT G2C

AT G2C-C2

range AT
This kind of fans are specially conceived for mechanical ventilation, at temperatures from -20 °C to +40 °C on S, SC, G2L and SC2 models, or 
up to 100 °C on AR, TIC, G2C, G2C-C2, G3C, G3C-C2 models. 
Air performance and sound data have been obtained in a laboratory registered by AMCA for AMCA 210/99 air performance testing and they are 
within the tolerances allowed by the DIN 24166 standard for Class 2.

Single, twin and triple fans
A  Impeller size (diameter/width) from 7/7 to 30/28
A  Lap-jointed scroll of galvanized steel assembled with roller-lock 

seaming (sizes up to 18/18) or with Pittsburgh lock seam (for sizes 
larger than 18/18)

A  Straight cut off plate at fan outlet
A  Impeller with forward curved blades of galvanized steel, optimized for 

the best efficiency and quietness
A  Galvanized steel shaft

Single, twin and triple fans.
A  Airflow up to 180.000 m³/h
A  Total pressure up to 1.400 Pa

The variety
We have the right fan for all your applications!  
Depending on the fan size, five single fan versions, four twin fan versions and two triple fan versions are available in the AT range.

Light construction, without feet and outlet flange.Light-duty bearing and pressed steel bearing 
supporting brackets.

Two S-version single fans joined together by three U-section spars. The two impellers are 
mounted on a common shaft, supported by three bearings.

Version

Version

Figure

Figure

Description

Description

With rectangular side frame and without outlet flange.Light-duty bearing and pressed steel 
bearing supporting brackets. C version has also three steel bars with the ends welded to three 
corners of both the side frames. 

Two SC-version single fans joined together by three L-section spars. The two impellers are 
mounted on a common shaft, supported by three bearings.

With heavy duty reinforced side frames, joined by three steel bars in three corners and without 
outlet flange. Medium duty bearing inside lubricatable, cast iron pillow block, mounted on a 
robust cross-bar.

Two single fans mounted side-by-side inside a common supporting frame of three L-section 
spars. The two impellers are mounted on a common shaft, supported at the ends by just two 
bearings.Use of hollow shafts on the larger sizes.

With heavy duty reinforced side frames, joined by four steel bars in four corners and without 
outlet flange. Medium-heavy duty bearing inside lubricatable, cast iron pillow block, mounted 
on a robust cross-bar.

Mechanically similar to G2C fans but stronger, thanks to the use of hollow shafts with larger 
diameter (45 mm) journals and plummer blocks with heavy-duty bearings.

Product overview 
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